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Christmas Newsletter
Message from the Principal
Season’s greetings everyone,
I must admit first of all to being more than a little relieved to be at this stage of the current school year. It
has been a trying year for everyone with lock downs,
the monumental task of reopening our school and the
ongoing challenges in remaining open since September. Yet here we are four months in and going good. A
big thank you to all our students for their compliance
with all the measures in place– we do appreciate limiting interactions and social distancing is very difficult
for teenagers so hopefully 2021 will bring some welcome news for all. This newsletter is testament to
what can be achieved against the odds and there is
more to come in 2021.
Thank you to all parents/guardians for your support in
following our requests to help prevent the spread of
covid-19. I especially want to thank the Parents Association for your dedication and interaction with us to
resolve any issues as they arise. Communication,
while somewhat challenging is important to us all.
Thank you to all teaching, secretarial and auxiliary
staff who all continue to go over and above expectations to keep the school running smoothly and ensuring quality learning and teaching at this time. It never
ceases to amaze me how there is still such positivity
and laughter throughout the school even at this difficult time. Our wellbeing is so important to us all.

LIST OF SUPPORT SERVICES

Childline 1800 666 666 or text the word
Talk to 50101
Teenline 1800 833 634
Spunout Website https://spunout.ie/
Jigsaw https://jigsaw.ie/
Aware- https://www.aware.ie/ Support line
is 1800 80 48 48
email supportmail@aware.ie
Pieta House 1800 247 247 or 01 6010000
The Samaritans 116 123
HSE Drugs and Alcohol Helpline 1800
459 459
Text about it: 24/7 Text line- Text Hello to
50808 for a Crisis Volunteer
A Lust for Life Website https://www.alustforlife.com/
Mayo Rape Crisis Centre 1800 234 900

Contact us

Finally a very sincere thank you to our Board of Management who support all the work that we do in the
school.


098 66342
Email info@sanctamaria.ie
Web sanctamaria.ie

Wishing all of you a very safe and happy Christmas
and here’s hoping for a brighter and virus free 2021.
Yours sincerely

Download our new school
App

Pauline Moran (Principal)

SMC
Literacy
There are lots of great literacy activities happening in school with a big emphasis on encouraging
students to read for pleasure.
The A3 first year class raised an amazing 530 euro as part of the MS Readathon! Funds raised from
the MS Readathon will help fund vital support services for people living with MS and their families. You can check out the campaign at www.msreadathon.ie Well done to Ms Kennelly and her
students!
Classes have taken part in a ‘Drop Everything and Read’ session and students were encouraged to
watch the Listowel Young Adult Book Festival which went online and nationwide this year. President
Higgins gave the opening address and acknowledged the importance of reading in our lives and the
hope that it brings.
Some first-year students are also busy writing letters and cards to residents in nearby care homes!
Their words of support and positivity are needed now more than ever. Thank you to all the staff of
the care homes for helping to organise and assist in this and for all their hard work looking after the
residents. You also can join in the efforts to brighten up someone’s day, check out
https://www.anpost.com/Community/Free-postage-to-Care-Homes

FIRST YEAR ENROLMENT
Thanks to all the students and parents who joined us for our first ever virtual enrolment night. Teachers from each subject department (with the help of some students!) recorded messages of introduction to all our incoming first years. We are
looking forward to meeting you all in person. Credit to all the staff and to Mr Tiernan
for assisting with the production of the recordings.

SHINE A LIGHT
HOMELESS CHARITY COLLECTION
After receiving an email from Padraic Rocliffe, founder
of Shine a Light and former student of Sancta Maria,
we decided we would organise a collection of nonperishable food items, hygiene products and items of
clothing.
Together we collected over 20 bags of essential items
that will be distributed in care packs to homeless people in Ireland by the wonderful volunteers in Shine a
Light.
Thank you to everyone who donated
to the charity.

MAYO ROSCOMMON HOSPICE—
CHESS TABLE
A beautiful chess table and stools made by Sancta Maria TY
students was donated to Carmel McLaughlin, chairperson of the
local support group for Mayo Roscommon Hospice. The creation will be raffled to raise much-needed funds.

SHOW JUMP WINGS
Croagh Patrick Stables wish to
thank Mr.Reaney and the wood
work department for constructing
these show jump wings with the
help of TY students. It’s part of the
fundraising for Mayo Roscommon
Hospice. Croagh Patrick Stables
will donate €150 euros to the charity through the school’s collection
committee.

SMC
Sancta Maria College Artworks Feature in Irish Arts Review
Sancta Maria College Louisburgh has featured in a recent issue of Irish Arts Review. The newly installed artworks, ‘Word Tree’ by artist Cathal McCarthy and
‘Our Place’ facilitated by poet Jean Tuomey, have attracted the attention in the
arts world for their originality and collaborative approach.
Students were integral to the project with their input of creative writing and photography.
The project consists of two parts. The first is an outdoor sculpture, the 'Word
Tree', which is the formation in stainless steel of a poem written by the students
to convey what the school means to them.
The second part comprises aerial photographs of the surrounding area which are
backlit and mounted in the entrance hall, accompanied with the words:

When I dream
skies open
with memories
of cherished friendships
I am home”.

The Word Tree sculpture contains
the following poem:

Bells echo, clock strikes.
Minds race, papers flutter
Down halls of Sancta Maria.
Bags a heavy load,
Sea of friends, pupils,
Teachers, smiles beam joyful.
Friendships blossom
Sun shines, buttercups glow.
Croagh Patrick watches
Over Louisburgh.
Waves crash, blue sky,
Birds fly, breezes blow.
We dream together forever:
Our grades do not define us.

RETREATS
Our Leaving Cert classes recently had a retreat in school delivered
by Fr Benny McHale
who is a regular visitor
to the school and is
always
a
popular
speaker. Fifth years also participated in workshops. Hosted by Tobar Nua.
Thanks to Ms Rennick for organising these events and for helping to organise
the school mass which was streamed live from the church to every classroom
in the school at the beginning of the year.


MIND OUT MAYO’ PROGRAMMEMs Reilly and Ms Needham are running a
programme with our Leaving Certificate classes over a 12week period aiming to promote their social and emotional
wellbeing. Sancta Maria College is one of 9 schools in the
West working in partnership with NUIG, Mindspace and
Mayo Mental Health Association.
Transition Year students also take part
in a ‘Mind Out’ programme delivered by
John Doherty
(Community Development Worker, from
the Westport Family
Resource Centre)
who delivers a tailored 6 session course on student selfawareness and emotional wellbeing.

CONDOLENCES
We extend our condolences to families in our
school community, both
staff and students, who
have been bereaved this
year and are experiencing sadness at this time
of year.

SMC Achievements
SMC GLOBAL PASSPORT!
Sancta Maria College renewed their
Global passport for 2020-2022. It is
2nd banner and plaque as part of our
promotion of development education.
We focus on linking and promoting
the Sustainable Development Goals
through curricular and extracurricular
activities.
Great achievement as we celebrated
#Geoweek in the school.

HUMAN RIGHTS DAY, DECEMBER 10TH.
Human Rights, Hope for the Future
Three million locked up, look at the figures,
Chinese government said they were lost.
Concentration camps built just for the Uighurs,
Recreating the holocaust.
Venezuela's leader dictating the ship,
Electricity cut from the nation.
Inflation rates need to dip,
Halt this increase in inflation.
A nation's words, speak nothing but silence,
North Korea, the hermit kingdom.
Kim Jung -Un, king of the fence,
No hero found to lead to freedom.
Lush forests of Finland labelled the happiest country,
From gender equality to the cleanest air.
Leon Hague
Scrapping standardisation, made best education to see,
From free healthcare to good social welfare.
Voice your opinions through communication,
No voting rights, we’re not in that boat.
Make society better for future generations,
Go to the polling station and cast your vote.
Leon Hague

First Year in Sancta Maria celebrated Human Rights
Day on 10th of December. This year's theme was
'Rebuilding the World we Want, Global Solidarity,
and Shared Humanity'. Each first year group undertook an action project for CSPE which addressed Human Rights.
A1, with their teacher Ms Conway, ran a competition
to make badges in celebration of the event. They
sold these badges in school, for donation only.
A2, supported by their teacher Mr Griffith, researched Human Rights Activists and created a display of their work.
A3, along with their teacher Ms Gavin, created a
timeline of important Human Rights events, and displayed it in vibrant colour.
A4, led by their teacher Ms Dyar, ran a poetry competition.
Poetry Competition
The poem ’Human Rights, Hope for the Future’,
written by Leon Hague (fifth year) was the winning
entry.
This year COVID-19 has impacted on all our lives, it
reminded us that we are all bound together as one
universal humanity. It is all our responsibility to work
together to create a better world, by working together today and every day we can build a better future
for all.

Leon Hague receiving
his prize for his
poem ‘Human
Rights, Hope for
the Future’
from Miss Dyar.

SMC Achievements
CELEBRATING GEOGRAPHY PHOTOGRAPHY COMPETITION
Congratulations to Kyle Gibbons and Ella
O'Reilly who were the overall winners of the
recent Geography Photography
Competition as part of #geoweek.
SILVER GAISCE
Well done to Callum Conlon who has
achieved a Silver Gaisce award, despite the
challenges posed by Covid 19. The Leaving
Cert student chose four challenges to complete the award:
Running (physical recreation), Piano (Personal skills), Lifesaving and Water Safety (Community Involvement) and an
adventure journey which comprised an adventure sailing trip to Achill Beg. The journey
was made from Rosmoney pontoon with his father and his brother Thomas on board the
Red Cloud.
Gaisce or ‘great achievement’ is a self-development programme for young people between the ages of 15-25 and has been in existence since 1985. The Awards initially
flourished under the patronage of former President Patrick. J Hillery and to date and
have been carried by incoming Presidents. To date over 300,000 young people have
participated in the Gaisce programme.
Details of the Gaisce awards available at: https://www.gaisce.ie/
DEBATING
Well done to all our TYs who took part in the
NICOLE KARL
Concern Debates with their teacher Ms KenSix Mayo students won top
nelly. Congratulations to the group from TY1prizes in this year’s 66th Texaco Chil- Eoin Lally, Joe Reidy, Aaron Flynn, Anastacia
dren’s Art Competition 2020. Leaving McNicholas and Myles O Malley for getting
Certificate Student Nicole Karl won a through to the next round of the competition.
Special Merit Award for her dynamic
and engaging portrait of a portrait! Pic- They were the clear winners against their optured in her painting are Nicole and her ponents from a
father. She wanted to do something secondary school
original and thought provoking and cer- in Co Kilkenny. All
tainly managed to achieve that. Nicole debates are now
is a very talented artist and also takes held online. We
part in Public Speaking. Well done!
wish the team all
the best for their
https://www.texacochildrensart.com/
upcoming events.
ZACK WINS TRIP TO STRASBOURG
Zach O’Brien (left), recent winner of a
trip to Strasbourg with Graduate.ie.
Graduate.ie is an online competition
for Young people (aged 12 to 18) who
are attending second level schools.

Each week a new set of questions
relating to areas as diverse as the
Arts, environment, politics, health
and safety, the Irish language, music, sport, European affairs, etc becomes available on the website. For
details see:
https://www.graduatequiz.com/

MARIA MCKIERNAN—WESTPORT CREDIT UNION ART COMPETITION
WINNER!
Congratulations to Second year student Maria McKiernan for her winning artwork
in the recent Westport Credit Union Art competition. Well done, Maria!

SMC Wellbeing
GAA
First year students (and Transition Year coaches) took part in training
sessions and fun games over the course of the first term as part of the
GAA Life skills Coaching programme, run by Connacht GAA Tutors
Eoin Sweeney and Martin Costello. Thanks to the tutors for helping
develop skills and teamwork. Well done to the TY coaches for participating (they will be presented with certificates on completion of the
course). We hope to have Martin and Eoin back to run more events
after Christmas!
Groups of TY students also completed online refereeing and coaching
courses ran by the LGFA, the first school in Connacht to complete the
new courses.
Many thanks to Clare Burke
and the LGFA for providing
this facility.

PE
The new LCPE has made a great start. We are one of two
schools in Mayo providing the new course and we have 15
students from Fifth Year taking part. The students have
adapted well to the theory (muscular systems, skeletal systems, roles/ responsibilities and skill acquisition).
The practical side of the course is geared toward completing
a Physical assessment in their chosen sport. Our group has
completed a mock PA video of this assessment through Football.
The students take ownership of the practical lessons and
complete different exercises based at different levels of the
skill set. It is very much an independent session with the students applying the theory to the design of the practical session. Well done to Mr Griffith and the students on this new
adventure.
WELLBEING WEEK 2020 AT SANCTA MARIA COLLEGE
After achieving our Amber Flag status for Mental Health in the
2019/2020 academic year, Sancta Maria College is devoted to maintaining this status. A Wellbeing Week was held from the 19th to the
23rd of October where students
were asked to take part in some
activities.
Some of our TY students worked on
our Gratitude Tree where each student in the school was asked to
write down what they have been
grateful for during these difficult
times. These leaves were then added to our Gratitude Tree which was
presented at the entrance of the
school for everyone to see.
Each student in the school then also had the opportunity to
plant a daffodil outside the entrance of our school. Each student’s daffodil is a symbol of hope for brighter days to look forward to in the future. Teachers also received some little gifts
during this week as a little thanks for the great work they have
done and continue to do.
‘May the flowers remind us why the rain was so necessary’ Xan Oku

SMC A.S. CLASSROOM
Our students in the Autism Spectrum Classroom, Jessica and Imran, have been busy this term.
In addition to their L2LP course, they are engaged in many skills-based activities. In art they are working on self portraits. In
woodwork they are working on wood turning and creating a desktop and lamp attachment. Home Economics focuses on healthy
eating and sewing skills. Music involves experimenting with rhythm, pitch and dynamics. Dance involves sequence and memory
as well as rhythm and co-ordination. Yoga helps practice mindfulness. Outdoor activities such as running and surfing also feature. Individual interests are catered for with Spanish and CSPE. Integration with the students year groups helps develop communication skills.
The students are also working in conjunction with artist-in-residence Nicky Dowd on the creation of an art work for installation in
our newly equipped sensory room which was furnished thanks to the amazing fundraising efforts of Clodagh Campion. They are
thoroughly enjoying the hands-on experience.

SMC
GEOGRAPHY—SENIORS
Leaving Certificate students completed their fieldwork at Old Head beach
which is worth 20% of their Leaving Cert grade. The class divided into
groups to complete a variety of tasks for their project.
Junior Cycle Geography students also completed fieldtrips to Bertra beach
as part of their Classroom Based Assessments. They investigated coastal
and glacial processes as well as investigating the impact of severe weather events on the fragile dune system.
Our local environment has always been a wonderful resource for the
school, but this year has heightened our awareness of how lucky we are to
live in this area. Kyle Gibbons and Ella O Reilly (both third-year students)
showcased our beautiful scenery in their entries for the Geography Department’s photo competition ‘Celebrating Geography’.

GEOGRAPHY—JUNIORS
B1 Geography class did a survey of Louisburgh
looking at the different functions that exists in the
town. Different examples include Commercial e.g.
Post Office, Open spaces e.g. Scott's Island and
Educational e.g. Sancta Maria College.
Some functions have changed since Louisburgh's
foundation in 1795
such as St. Catherine's Church which was an Ecclesiastical function to
a Tourism FUNCTION (Heritage centre) and service
function (library) in 2020
ONLINE LEARNING
Sancta Maria College recently hosted an online
learning day for non-exam years. First, second and
fifth years were invited to participate in online classes. It was a good learning opportunity for both staff,
students and parents and we were very grateful for
all the feedback received. Currently, we have students who are engaging in online classes
for a variety of reasons. Well done to all the
staff and students for participating in the
event. For information on digital learning in
SMC see our website:
http://www.sanctamaria.ie/?page_id=20172

LEARNING LIVE
Thanks to all the organisations who have facilitated
online learning events for
classes this year. Leaving
Certificate students have had
workshops delivered online
from the education team at
the Seamus Heaney exhibition based in the Culture and
Heritage Centre, Dublin. Virtual tours of the EPIC museum
and Croke Park have also
been arranged.
INTERNATIONAL
STUDENTS
We welcome our international students to Sancta Maria once again
this year, we have students from
France, Germany, Belgium and
Spain! They contribute a lot to the
year and we are delighted to have
them with us.

COMHAIRLE NA NOG
Comhairle na nOg is a youth council which is set up nationwide.
This year Mayo Comhairle na nOg hope to set up a virtual reality experience
regarding racism and to write unconventional fairytale books which may include a princess in a wheelchair etc. Our school representative Leon Hague
attended an online AGM and all the meetings were online also.

FIRST YEAR SURFING DAY
2020

Says Leon: “So far I have really enjoyed meeting other people my age who
are like minded and I can talk to if I need cheering up.”

SMC Arts
MUSICAL
Our Drama Department have been very creative and
innovative in keeping the tradition of musicals at SMC
this year. There are big plans in store, and we will
keep you informed! Where there’s a will there’s a
way…that and a green screen!!
CIARA MAY
Ciara May Ball, a TY2 student, was inspired by a topic in an English
class to get in touch with American Irish dancer Morgan Bullock, the
20-year-old from Virginia USA who went viral for dancing an Irish jig to
Beyoncé's remix of Megan Thee Stallion's hit song Savage, and it became an instant sensation across Ireland. Ciara May has interviewed
Morgan and we look forward to hearing more from both girls.
JUNK KOUTURE
Ellen Courtney, Chloe Duffy and Aishling Smyth (all fifth-year students) along with their art
teacher, Mr. O Flynn travelled to Birr, Co. Offaly to participate in the Junk Kouture Finals.
Due to interruptions to proceedings last year, the finals were rescheduled and they will be
televised in the new year. The girls represented the school with their wonderful vibrant outfit, modelled by Aishling Smyth. Hours of hard work and rehearsal went into the design and
we would like to congratulate the team and their teacher on their efforts.
TY students are currently working on their entries for this academic year, continuing the
long tradition of SMC Junk Kouture. Good luck to you!
https://junkkouture.com/digital-competitions-2021/dublin/
DANCE
TYs performing their Christmas dance
in Louisburgh Town Square
TYs have been doing a module of
dance with Ms O’Malley and their version of ‘Thriller’ was broadcast on Louisburgh TV at Halloween, while their
Christmas numbers will be broadcast
on Christmas week.
Many thanks to Des Grealis for his continued support of our students and
their artistic endeavours.
See their dance on our Facebook page:
https://www.facebook.com/sanctamari
alouisburgh/
First Years
Meanwhile, a cohort of the first year
groups have been busy rehearsing their
Christmas number with Miss O’Malley.
The dance was choreographed with the
help of the TY choreography team.

STUDENTS AND STAFF ENJOYING OUR CHRISTMAS
JUMPER DAY!

TY Activities
TRANSITION YEAR ACTIVITIES
Transition Year students kicked off a busy year
with a trip to the Lost Valley.
Gerard and Maureen Burke hosted three groups
over three days and helped the students explore
their heritage through a three-hour guided walk
amongst what has to be some of the most beautiful scenery in the country.
The Lost Valley is a poignant reminder of the
impact of the Famine on the landscape and its
people especially in the West of Ireland.
(The students will participate in the annual Famine Walk from Louisburgh to Doolough at the end
of the year.)
The students learned a lot and enjoyed learning
more about their local history.

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT
Students have enjoyed a range of activities as part of their
Personal Development module in TY on Monday afternoons. Each group has participated in horse riding at the
Murrisk Stables, yoga with local instructor Shauna O Malley and they have also completed workshops on Driver
Theory and Road Safety. Students are encouraged to
challenge themselves, focus on their health and fitness
and learn new skills.

CHRISTMAS WREATHS
TYs have also been busy making
Christmas wreaths to sell to raise
much needed funds for the local
hospice.
Many thanks to everyone who
generously supported the students. Thank you to Ms Corcoran
and Mr Reaney.

SURFING
Our TY students have
also really enjoyed local surfing trips- braving
the not so balmy Atlantic waters!

KILLARY
All our TY students enjoyed an action-packed
visit to Killary Adventure Centre. They participated in team bonding and fun activities like
kayaking and high ropes. Thanks to the staff who
accompanied them and to the instructors.

MINI MARATHON
Grainne O’Toole, Orla Lally and Jessica Rose completed the Women’s Mini Marathon and received their medals during the term. Congratulations!

TY Activities
FEED THE BIRDS!

In November some of our Transition Year students took on the task of making bird balls using
lard and bird seed. One of our Leaving Cert students Harry Close kindly brought in some lard
and the TYs got to work. They hung them on the trees around the garden pond. Within
minutes, multiple robins were seen around the garden eating the bird balls. This was welcomed by the students as robins represent passed loved ones returning and the festive season.
Pro tip: Never hang bird balls on bird boxes as it will disturb the nesting birds inside.
Some of our students from TY2 dug a pit
which will be used for socialising in the
warmer months. They also planted red
willow around it to represent the element of
fire.

LGFA ONLINE COACHING

Here are some of the TY students who
recently completed online refereeing
and coaching courses run by the
LGFA. This will also go towards their
GAISCE award. Well done to all the
students for adapting so well to the
current situation and many thanks to the GAA and LGFA for
their support.

GARDEN

Our Transition Year students have been working hard in the school garden. They have planted native trees and learned about
the importance of our native species in Celtic culture. The students, led by Artists in Residence Nicky Dowd and Siobhan
Maguire, have been busy planting roses, honeysuckle, wild strawberries, and herbs to name a few as well as learning how to
weave willow! They have been hanging fat balls for our feathered visitors, hanging shell
wind chimes, creating a new ‘bug hotel’ and fabulous murals to decorate the space that
the students have aptly named ‘TWILD’. This work is a part of the Green Schools programme run by teacher Ms Rennick and the Young Environmentalist Awards competition.
Raising awareness of our school’s potential to improve its biodiversity is a key aim of the
hard work that is being done.

LOCKDOWN LETTER LINKS
Transition Year students are collaborating with the Westport
Lions Club on a new initiative where we pair a Senior Citizen
with a TY pen pal. We are all aware that the lockdown has
been very hard on everyone but in particular the older and
younger members of community. We have been delighted with the uptake and our students are getting to know their new friends through the medium of letter writing. It has definitely put smiles on faces! This intergenerational bond is more important than ever and to extend the hand of friendship in
this way is something the students have been very happy to do. Many thanks to Nicky Dowd and
Mags McGing for helping to promote it. If anyone wishes to avail of this or knows someone who
would like to participate, please get in contact with the school.

ACTIVITIES
Our TYs have been busy participating in a variety of online courses, workshops (like
the drumming with Anthony McNamee, baking with Ana in Tia) and competitions like
taking part in Poetry Aloud and Formula 1. F1 in Schools is the fastest, most exciting
STEM competition for secondary school students! From here, you can learn how to
design, race and build your very own miniature Formula 1 car
We are participating in the President’s Award and the students are well on
their way to earning their Bronze Gaisce awards.
The Transition Year students have been a really great group to work with
and we look forward to more fun activities in 2021.
Watch the drumming workshop in action here:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18fTqutNVCl_M8Nmv7ZlswuE_KNhFjWyv/
view?usp=sharing

SMC
SANCTA MARIA STUDENT
COUNCIL
2020-2021
A1 Joseph Cleary
A2 Ciara Hegarty
A3 Leo Gibbons
A4 Laoise Cawley
B1 Fabio Freitas
B2 Tara Duffy
B3 Danielle Cox
B4 John Cabot
C1 Claire Conway
C2 Darren Scanlon
C3 Eleanor O’Toole
Ty1 Sarah Gillespie
Ty2 Katie Hoban
Ty3 Charlie Morrison
E1 Adam Walsh
E2 Finley Gibbons
E3 Luke Maxwell
F1 Emma Carroll
F2 Nicole Karl
L2LP Courtney O’Malley
HAPPY CHRISTMAS TO YOU ALL!

TRAINING

STUDENT COUNCIL OFFICERS ATTEND IRISH
SECONDARY STUDENTS UNION ANNUAL
MEETING
On Thursday the 26th November,
ViceChairperson Nicole Karl and I attended the ISSU annual meeting to discuss a variety of topics
such as dealing with COVID-19 issues within
schools, mental health and of course electing the
Regional Officer Body.
It was a really good morning and Nicole and I agree
that we learnt so much, especially new skills that
we can implement into our roles of student council members. We're both really thankful to have
been able to have the opportunity to attend the
zoom!

Emma Carroll, Chairperson, SMC Student Council
SMC PARENTS ASSOCIATION

A huge thank you and congratulations to the staff and students from the PA
on the successful return to school in a safe and sustainable way despite the
unprecedented situation.
2020 saw the Parents Association move online and hold its meetings via
Google Meets. Unfortunately some of the planned fundraisers had to be
postponed but despite this the PA was delighted to be able to contribute to
the purchase of two portable defibrillators for the school.
A new committee will start in January and we wish them all the
best in providing a link between parents and teachers and promoting and supporting school activities.
Ciara Canavan, Chairperson.

Thank you to Jimmy Corrigan for providing training to staff on the defibrillators that were purchased with the money raised by the
Parents’ Association.

CHRISTMAS TREE DISPOSAL
We are inviting homes who have a real Christmas tree to bring
your tree to the school grounds after the 6 th of January.
We are going to process the trees into wood chippings which
we will then use to create a pathway around the garden!

A big thank you and a Happy
Christmas to all our sponsors!

